Say “Winter Olympics” and ask people what sports immediately pop into their heads. Most will name ice skating, skiing, ice hockey or curling. What do all those have in common? Ice!

In February 2018, Georgia Public Broadcasting (GPB) and National Public Radio (NPR) featured the NASA eClips “Our World: IceSAT-2 - What is Ice” video and resources in their Winter Olympics Toolkit for educators. Targeting grades K-2, students learn about different forms of water and where ice can be found on Earth. The GPB website reaches over 7000 Georgia educators and is distributed by PBS Learning Media who is funded by NASA.

http://www.gpb.org/blogs/education-matters/2018/02/08/the-winter-olympics-teacher-toolkit

https://nasaeclips.arc.nasa.gov/video/ourworld/our-world-icesat-2-what-is-ice
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